have maintained that the disadvantaged characteristically do not use verbal communication to the extent that members of the middle class do, and are thus impoverished in "communicative skills". To alleviate this situation, they have recommended programs aimed at encouraging the use of verbal communication of a variety of kinds by disadvantaged pupils. A few investigators have theorized that members of disadvantaged groups may even engage less in abstract thinking than do middleclass persons. For this there have been suggested programs designed to teach more perception and conceptualization on the part of the disadvantaged pupils.
On the other hand, linguists have tended to emphasize one other type of language problem which some disadvantaged groups often have, and for which evidence is quite accessible being encountered every day In the nation's classrooms. This is the purely structural conflict between on the one hand the patterns of a non-standard dialect which an individual may have learned at home or in peer-group Interaction, and on the other hand the equivalent patterns of standard English the language of modern technology and of the middle class. This is one kind of problem which many of the nation's schools ought to be ready and willing to cope with. One indication of the readiness of the schools Is the fact that traditional English teachers are rapidly abandoning the older "sloppy speedh" and "lazy tongue" views of non-standard speech in favor of a realization that it usually represents the speaker's use of some language system which, though it may differ from standard English in form and sometimes even in function, is nevertheless logical, coherent, and (in its own way) grammatical. Another indication of the readiness of schools to cope with the problem of dialect differences is the growth of a cadre of specialists in the teaching of English to speakers of other languages. With them, there has come into being a set of new techniques for teaching English to persons coming from a different language background.
Just as they are ready, America's schools certainly ought to be willing to deal with dialect-abased problems, since there are a number of ways in which, by themselves, they can render a non-standard speaker dysfunctional in exchanges with standardEnglish-speaking members of the middle class. One way is for minor pronunciation differences between a non-standard dialect and standard English each one perhaps trivial by itself to pile up in an utterance to such an extent that the nonstandard version becomes unintelligible to a middle-class listener, even though in grammar and vocabulary it may be quite similar to its standard equivalent. Thus, a non-standard version of "I don't know where they live" might, in one dialect, become cryptic to the standard-speaking listener, merely because of its being pronounced something like Ah 'own know wey 'ey lib. Or, a standard English speaker may misunderstand a non-standard utterance, even though he thinks he has deciphered it correctly, because it contains non-standard grammatical constructions which are unknown to him. For example, a middle-class listener may take a nonstandard sentence Dey ain't like dat to mean "they aren't like that", when it really means "They didn't like that". The standard-English speaker is simply unaware that ain't is this particular dialect's way of negating verbs in the past tense, as he is unaware that the usual equivalent in the same dialect of "They aren't like that" would be either Dey not like dat or Dey don't be like dat (the two variants indicating a difference in meaning which is not easily ex- 3. There two facts may not be entirely unrelated. For a graphic indication of the relatively more non-standard grammatical norms of Negro children over white children in a single city, see Figure 18 (page 53) Again, the enclitic vowels (e.g., disse) and the subject pronoun me are prominent features of the Negro dialect. In the sentence Me Massa name Cunney Tomsee "My master's name is Colonel Thompson", both the verb "to be" and the standard English possessive suffix -s are absent Incidentally, Cudjo's construction is strikingly similar to sentences like My sister name Mary which are used by many American Negroes today.
OnA possible explanation why this kind of pidginized English was so widespread in the New World, with widely separated varieties resembling each other In so many waya, is that it did not originate in the New World as isolated and accidentally similar instances of random pidginization, but rather originated as a lingua franca in the trade centers and slave factories on the West African-coast. (9) It is likely that at least some Africans already knew this pidgin English when they came to the New World, and that the common colonial policy of mixing slaves of various tribal origins forced its rapid adoption as a plantation lingua franca.
In the course of the Eighteenth Century, some significant changes took place in the New World Negro population, said these had their effect on language behavior. For one thing, the number of Negroes born in the New World came to exceed the number of those brought over from Africa. In the process, pidgin English became the creole mother-tongue of the new generations, and in some areas it has remained so to the present day. (10) In the' British colonies, the creole English of the uneducated Negroes and the English dialects of both the educated and uneducated whites were close enough to each other (at least in vocabulary) to allow the speakers of each to communicate, although they were still different enough so that the whites could consider creole English to be "broken" or "corrupt" English and evidence, so many thought, of the Another change which took place in 'the New World Negro population primarily during the course of the Eighteenth Century was the social cleavage of the New World-born generations into underprivileged fieldhands (a continuation of the older, almost universal lot of the Negro slave) and privileged domestic servant. The difference in privilege usually meant, not freedom instead of bondage, but rather feedom from degrading kinds of labor, access to the "big house" with its comforts and "civilization", and proximity to the prestigious "quality" whites, with the opportunity to imitate their behavior (including their speech) and to wear their clothes. In some cases, privilege included the chance to get an education and, in a very few, access to wealth and freedom. In both the British colonies and the United States, Negroes belonging to the privileged group were soon able to acquire a more standard variety of English than the creole of the field hands, and those who managed to get a decent education became speakers of fully standard and often elegant English.
This seems to have become the usual situation by the early 1800's, and remained so through the Civil Wan In Caroline Gilman's Recollections of a Southern Matron (New York, 1838) , the difference between field-hand creole in this case, Gullah) and domestic servant dialect is evident in a comparison of the gardener's "He tief one sheep he run away las week, cause de overseer gwine for flog him" with Dina's " 'Souse me, missis, I is gitting hard o' hearing, and yes is more politer dan no" (page 254). A more striking contrast between the speech of educated and untducated Negroes occurs in a novel written in the 1850's by an American Negro who had traveled extensively through the slave states. In Chapter XVII, part of the exchange between Henry, an educated Negro 11. These were Pieter van Dijk, Nieuwe on nooit bevoorens gezionde onderwijzinge in het Restart Engels, of Neeger Engels (Amsterdam, undated, but probably 1780), and G. C. Weygandt, Gemeenzame leerwilze em het Bastard of Nagar-Engelsch op can gemakkelilke wilze to Wren verstaan on spreeken (Paramaribo, 1798) traveler, and an old "aunty" goes as follows: (12 
